NIGHT NAVIGATION - GNANGARA
Date: 25 May 2019
Trip Leaders: Garry Wood and Kerry Burnett

Because we are all busy people, I asked the participants to jot down a few words to share with those of you
unfortunate enough to have missed this great event. As you can see everyone enjoyed the night and I am
sure it will be talked about for years to come. Thank you to Kerry Burnett and Garry Wood for the hard work
in setting up and reccying this trip. It was a huge success.
Kerry

Attached is my paragraph, or maybe 4 paragraphs!
Feel free to cut and edit as you like

Some people were busy letting the air out from their tyres, some people were
laughing and chatting, and some were just contemplating the possibility of
getting lost in the bush. Meanwhile Woody and Kerry were hoping no one did get
lost, or were they actually thinking the opposite!?!
As the sun dripped down behind the horizon, one by one the vehicles left with clue
sheet in hand and ventured into the dark and cold unknown. Well most did
anyway, except for visitors Ian and Denise who were bogged at the first corner.
They were shortly underway again thanks to the trusty maxtrax.

We were the last to leave, and in the distance, we could see spotlights dancing in
all directions as all before us gave it their best to stay on route and answer the
questions as best they could. We started okay, didn’t get bogged in the soft grey
sand, and mostly were able to stay on track. We weren’t going so well with the
questions though, What colour car?....we couldn’t even see a car let alone figure
out the colour!
We did find the empty Wild Turkey can in the pile of rubbish though, but were we
right? Or did the person on the radio asking, “Is the turkey alive?” know
something that we didn’t!
And then it all went wrong for us as we attempted to find our way at point 16.9
TL veer right. Had Woody and Kerry made a mistake, should it be TR veer left,
or TL veer left, or something else. Or were we just not so good at this! As the
group of “lost” vehicles grew, including the very first vehicle that had left the
start line (Chris and Robyn, who hadn’t yet made it to the finish) we gave up on
looking for the yellow sign, found pole 54 and headed to the finish to be greeted by
the smell of the sausage sizzle.
Cheers, Troy

Troy Smallacombe

Hi Kerry, here goes a few words

We set off as the first vehicle to try and unravel Woody's mystery tour of the
pines. After the first 400 metres of soft sand I decided it was time to go to 4WD
(whoops, forgot to do that at the start). Now with much less effort the Prado
sailed over the sand instead of ploughing it up. Keeping an eye on the trip meter
we followed the instructions and discovered winding tracks that we had no idea
were in this area. There were lots of Kangaroos bouncing across the track and
through the scrub, one reasonably large one about 4 foot tall. Trekking on we
went searching for the elusive tyre on the left-hand side 300 metres from the
TL. Well up and down the track we went, "look" it's Steve and Kerry coming the
other way. On the third attempt we found the tyre, well off the track. Being nice
guys, we moved the tyre to where others may spot it a bit easier. Then there was
the Yellow sign, well this allowed us to join with most of the crew as we drove,
walked and ran with torches looking for it. After some discussion the idea of a hot
sausage began to over-ride the urge to find the sign. We set off to head back to
the start point at a cracking pace. The sausage combined with the company was
a great way to wind up the evening. Well done Woody!
Regards CT
Chris Tucker
Hi Kerry
Visitors Ian & Denise North came along in our Mazda BT50, we met the crew at the
starting point just shortly after 4pm. Everyone made us feel very welcome and we
managed to catch up with some old friends in Chris and Robyn Tucker who we hadn't seen
in a number of years.
After airing down it was time for us to join the queue in readiness to commence our first
adventure. That was of course until I went to start the car, nothing, battery was a dead as a
dodo. This is a great first impression I thought, but as is the case in most clubs, the
members rallied around us and we managed to jump start the car. We received our
instructions from the trip leaders and we were off.
We headed out on to the track, made our first left turn ready to start our nights adventure
and bogged it down to the diff. Yep, this is a really great start, surely it can't get too much
worse. Troy came to our rescue, helped with the max trax and uttered the immortal words
"you have got it in four wheel drive haven't you?" Oh my gosh, what a rookie mistake.

Anyhow, things did improve slightly as the night went on, we got hopelessly lost, had no
idea where on earth we were, finally we managed to meet up with Sue and Aaron and their
respective passengers and tail end Charlie in Troy (again). As a bit of a convoy we
negotiated most of the tracks, until I think we all conceded defeat and just headed for the
power-lines and the sausage sizzle ending.
All we can do is thank you all for your friendship and patience, I promise not to be too
much of a burden on future trips.
Ian & Denise North

Hi Kerry,
Was a great night and again thanks for the invite!
My summary of it was that it really was a fun trip and the spotting game was great definitely
something different, I would love to see a picture of the infamous Yellow post that we couldn’t
find as I'm guessing some young numpty probably ran it over before we got there 😝
There was a few spots about 3/4 down on the map where the turn left and veer right could have
been a couple of different options and there was a lot of confusion but apart from that it was a
great night full of laughs and adventures 😊
Kind Regards
Aaron Crane

Hi Kerry and Steve
Sorry we didn’t say goodbye to both of you last night – our daughter who’s
visiting us from Bunbury was at our place. We’re supposed to have “family
bonding” and we’re enjoying ourselves at the Nite Nav.
Here’s our report/story.
It’s been a while since we last did a 4wd Night Navigation. So, I was excited to keep
going – no more waiting. After all the instructions and warnings from Garry and
“young man” Kerry, we’re off. With my torch, pen and instructions sheet at hand, I
started to navigate while Greg drove. Wow, our Patrol was dancing with all tyres
sliding from side to side. Direction #2 – number on tower: we were jumping for joy
when we found the number. Then, direction #3 was turn left. When the GPS showed
that we were well passed the waypoint, we decided to make a u-turn but the stupid
GPS trip meter won’t count backwards. From then on we were screwed, as we had
to recalculate and guess how far each turns or clues will be. We continued on the
track that we thought was the correct one and found 2 road names (we thought
direction #4 – 2 roads). So at this point of time, our spirits were high and we felt good.
From here, we got totally lost on every turn, we could not hear anybody on the radio.
After driving non-stop going around the same tracks that we had just driven, we
decided to head towards the giant powerlines and start again. We parked at this
intersection when we saw a vehicle’s lights coming towards us. We waited and
hoping that it was one of the members – it wasn’t. So, back to plan B. Greg got out
of the truck to have a look around and noticed a number on the power pole. Number
54! That triggered a thought! “I’ve seen that number before” Greg mumbled. Ahh on
the trip instructions! We were back on track, just forget about all the clues between
step 4 and step 18. We had been out for 90 minutes, the BBQ must be ready now,
let’s eat. Cut the story short, we arrived back to camp, no BBQ yet. It was a fun,
exciting night and a chance to drive in the Pines of an evening. Thanks to Garry and
“young man” Kerry for cooking the sausage sizzles and boiling water for the cuppa.
‘twas a great night.

Greg and Pauline Jones

Hi Kerry
After a chilly start, we head out into the dark. Unfortunately, it didn't take long
for us to be lost and mess up our odometer readings, thereafter, giving the
youngsters plenty of opportunity to practice their maths skills. We quickly met
up with Aaron (known to us as KG for half the trip) Ian and Troy and formed
a posse. We loved the windy bike track and seeing the lights come at us from
all directions. All was going extremely well; the teens were having a ball tearing
from the car into the scrub finding the answers to the clues until we got stuck
on that damn yellow sign. It got the better of us all. Thanks to Aaron and Troy
and 4 Maxx Trax for helping me escape being bogged (helpful advice Troy!!!).
Nic is still wondering what mood the turkey is in and she is yet to accept the
turkey was not alive!!! Thanks for a great night - a night that can entertain so
many generations had to have been huge success.
From Sue Mortin, Nicole and Lisa,

Hi Kerry
Attached my part of the report for the night navigation run.
A great night even though we got lost.
Jan

Starting point Gnangara 4x4 area – 7 vehicles. Members were given a description of the
track conditions and starting at 5 minute intervals. One had to put speedo metre at 000
and follow the instruction on the information sheet. It gave kms and several clues
which one had to find.
Terry and I commenced our run at 6.20, found the first, second and third clue.
However, we missed the 3.2 turn left and headed straight on till we came to a left turn,
from here on in we were out of zinc with the mileage so not able to find the clues and
got ourselves lost. We could see lights of other vehicles but never caught up with any
of them.
One happy point was we came across a beautiful owl sitting on the side of the track, he
gave us a good look as if to say “what are you doing in my patch”.
We had fun along the motor bike track, very sandy, twisting, turning sometimes over big
ruts and whoopy-doos. Terry and the Toyota handled the narrow challenging track fine.
We finally found out way back to the starting point and glad to discover that we were
not the only ones to have got lost.
Woody and Kerry had the kettle, sausages and onions cooking for our end of trip windup.
Gradually other members found their way to the finish line and lots of chatter about
where and what the clues where.
A well organised Night Navigation run and a big thanks to Woody and Kerry. Members
all agreed that we should have more night navigation evenings.
Jan & Terry Eldridge

